Abstract Recent researches on improving the efficiency and user experience of Web browsing on handhelds are seeking to solve the problem by re-authoring Web pages or making adaptations and recommendations according to user preference. Their basis is a good understanding of the relationship between user behaviors and user preference. We propose a practical method to find user's interest blocks by machine learning using the combination of significant implicit evidences, which is extracted from four aspects of user behaviors: display time, viewing information items, scrolling and link selection. We also develop a customized Web browser for small screen devices to collect user behaviors accurately. For evaluation, we conduct an on-line user study and make statistical analysis based on the dataset, which shows that most types of the suggested implicit evidences are significant, and viewing information items is the least indicative aspect of user behaviors. The dataset is then processed off-line to find user's interest blocks using the proposed method. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of finding user's interest blocks by machine learning using the combination of significant implicit evidences. Further analysis reveals the great effect of users and moderate effect of Websites on the usefulness of significant implicit evidences.
inconvenient when browsing Web pages originally designed for desktops. Recent researches are seeking to improve the efficiency and user experience of Web browsing on handhelds by re-authoring Web pages or making adaptations and recommendations tailored to users. The basis is a good understanding of the relationship between user behaviors and user preference, which is explored in this paper.
We explore and evaluate strategies for how to automatically discover user preference through observable user behaviors during Web browsing on handhelds. User preference is represented as "interest blocks" which can indicate user's block preference, while observable user behavior is utilized as "implicit evidence". "Block" is the basic information unit in Web pages, within which contents with coherent semantics are kept together. We propose a practical method to find user's interest blocks through machine learning using the combination of significant implicit evidences. Experimental results from user study are promising, which can benefit several Web applications such as: (1) automatic re-authoring Web pages on the proxy to deliver them block by block according to user's preference; (2) making client-side recommendations in the granularity of block especially for Web browsing on handhelds; (3) tailoring browser components to individuals (e.g. going backward to a user's last interest block).
Considering the influence of the limited screen size on user's browsing experiences, we propose to represent user preference in a much smaller granularity than on desktops, namely "interest blocks". As an analogue to document preference, an "interest block" is browsed by the user and is consistent with the user's current interest. "Block" is first used in [2] to denote each semantic part of a Web page generated through page segmentation. In this study, the meaning of block remains the same while a different page segmentation algorithm [24, 25] is applied.
Our basic idea is regarding implicit evidences as indicators of user preference in the granularity of block. Implicit evidences come from such aspects of user behaviors that are indirectly observed and convey useful information about users' block preference during Web browsing on small screen devices. It is essentially similar to implicit feedback for indicating document preference in Web search. Compared to explicit evidences, they are easier to obtain in large quantity without user cost but much noisier and less reliable.
Recent researches have investigated common user behaviors and drawn several conclusions on whether implicit feedback is useful for indicating user preference and whether its quality is influenced by tasks or users [8, 9, 11, 22] . They are primarily for Web retrieval on desktops, therefore are not directly applicable for this research. However, they provide the basis for three hypotheses, based on which we suggest a variety of potential implicit evidences tailored to Web browsing on small screen devices. Four aspects of user behaviors are involved: display time, viewing information items, scrolling and link selection. Our statistical analysis shows that: (1) most types of the suggested implicit evidences are significant; (2) relative implicit evidences perform as well as non-relative ones, with the former coming from combining the latter with other factors; (3) among the four aspects, viewing information items appears to be the least indicative.
The goal of finding user's interest blocks is achieved by machine learning with significant implicit evidences as features and using explicit evidences as the basis for training. In order to accurately collect user behaviors, we developed a customized Web browser for small screen devices, called the TANY Browser. We tested three classical machine learning techniques: Support Vector Machine (SVM), C4.4 and Naïve Bayesian Method. In the experiment, it is found that SVM is the most preferred since Naïve Bayesian Method always performs worst and C4.4 has the drawback of over-fitting. The great effect of users and moderate effect of Websites on the usefulness of significant implicit evidences are also demonstrated in the experiment, which is helpful to discover appropriate models for different applications.
Compared with previous works, we are more concerned about Web browsing on small screen devices and concentrate on the relationship between user behaviors and user preference in the granularity of block. The objectives of this research are:
& Extracting potential implicit evidences from user behaviors and measuring the degree to which they can indicate user's block preference. & Evaluating the performance of machine learning techniques in finding user's interest blocks using significant implicit evidences. & Examining the effect of users and Websites on the usefulness of significant implicit evidences.
Our contributions include:
& A practical method to accurately find user's interest blocks using significant implicit evidences. & An exploration into the relationship between implicit evidences extracted from four aspects of user behaviors and user preference in the granularity of block. & Statistical analysis of the significance of various types of implicit evidences for indicating user's block preference.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes related researches on using implicit feedback to indicate document preference. Section 3 investigates implicit evidences that can potentially indicate user preference during Web browsing on small screen devices. Section 4 outlines the system implementation of extracting implicit evidences and finding user's interest blocks. Section 5 presents a user study and statistical analysis on experimental results. Section 6 draws conclusions and indicates the future research directions.
Related work
To the best of our knowledge, no previous work directly focused on exploring user preference during Web browsing on small screen devices in the granularity of block. A similar idea is to use implicit feedback as indicators of document preference in Web Search, which has drawn much attention from researchers. A variety of common user behaviors have been investigated.
Oard and Kim [15] classified potentially observable user behaviors into four categories: examination, retention, reference and annotation. Kelly and Teevan [10] extended this classification by adding the fifth behavior category, "create".
Clickthrough data is believed to convey some information about user interest. Joachims [5] utilized it to train retrieval functions for automatically optimizing the retrieval quality of search engines. Radlinski and Joachims [17] used it to analyze the robustness of learning from implicit feedback in Web search. However, Vogt [20] found it not so predictive of document relevance. Joachims et al. [6] concluded that clickthroughs are difficult to be interpreted as absolute relevance judgments while accurate to indicate relative preference. Agichtein et al. [1] also showed that user behavior models beyond clickthroughs perform better than models based on clickthourghs alone.
Time is another factor that has been widely studied. Vogt [20] claimed that viewing time normalized by document length is a good predictor of relevance. Kellar et al. [8] reported that time spent on reading as measure of user interest becomes more useful as the task becomes more complex. Kelly and Belkin [11] focused on document display time and demonstrated that its usefulness differs significantly according to tasks and users. White and Kelly [22] made a detailed study on the influence of tasks and users, which showed that tailoring display time thresholds based on tasks improves algorithm performance while that based on users worsens algorithm performance.
The viewing of information items is a natural indicator of user preference. White et al. [23] found that the viewing of document summaries and top ranking sentences are both useful. Later they reported another study [21] to further affirm the previous finding.
Actions brought about by common input devices can be easily monitored and interpreted as implicit feedback. Shen et al. [19] successfully used clicked document summaries to improve retrieval performance. Hijikata [4] discovered four kinds of mouse operations helpful for extracting user's interested text part: text tracing, link pointing, link clicking and text selection. Claypool et al. [3] developed the Curious Browser to collect mouse clicks, mouse movements, scrolling and elapsed time as implicit interest indicators. Later the customized browser is modified by Zhang and Callan [26] for the same use. Zigoris and Zhang [27] utilized the datasets from the two previous user experiments and found that implicit feedback has very limited unstable predictive value by itself.
Single user behavior seems to be insufficient to indicate user preference. Instead, multiple sources of implicit feedback are used, and some of them are combined with other factors to form relative indicators. An early study by Kelly and Belkin [12] found no significant relation between user's relevance judgment and reading time per document, scrolling or interaction. Recently Melucci and White [13, 14] claimed the potential value of incorporating them into Implicit Relevance Feedback (IRF) algorithms. Kellar et al. [9] explored fifteen navigation events. Kellar and Watters [7] utilized Web browser interactions. Oliver et al. [16] monitored window events. Shapira et al. [18] suggested six new implicit indicators, four of which were relative (e.g. mouse movement relative to reading time, reading time normalized by page size, etc.).
Conclusions from researches above are primarily for improving user experience in Web retrieval on desktop computers, thus may not be suitable for this issue. Nevertheless, they provide the sketch about the relationship between user behaviors and user preference during Web browsing on small screen devices. On the whole, we think it should also be better to take into account multiple sources of implicit feedback instead of a single one, especially with some sources used as relative indicators, We decide to focus on four aspects, including: display time, viewing information items, scrolling and link selection. Therefore, we regard current conclusions as the basis and make three hypotheses, which will be discussed in the following section.
Implicit evidence
Implicit evidences come from such aspects of user behaviors that are indirectly observed and convey some useful information about users' block preference during Web browsing on small screen devices. It is essentially similar to implicit feedback used for indicating document preference in Web search. Compared to explicit evidences, they have the advantages of easier to obtain in large quantity without giving any burden on users, but it also bears the disadvantages of being noisy and less reliable.
We are concerned about two questions as to implicit evidence:
& What aspects of user behaviors are appropriate sources for implicit evidence? & How to extract and utilize implicit evidence?
In this section we deal with the first question. The second question will be solved by system implementation described in the next section.
According to conclusions from related works, we make three hypotheses about the potential usefulness of user behaviors: Based on H1, we utilize the combination of multiple aspects of user behaviors instead of a single aspect, as results from [7, 9, 12, 13, 14, 16, 18] are promising. Based on H2, we refer to new relative implicit indicators proposed in [18] and observe several relative behavior features as well as non-relative ones. Based on H3, we focus on the four aspects of user behaviors and consider them as the most potential sources of implicit evidences.
Unlike previous work, user behaviors caused by any specific modality of input devices should not be directly used. Therefore mouse operations such as clicks and movements are not available here, since pointing tools (e.g. stylus, fingers, etc.) are not always preferred by users during Web browsing on handhelds. However, they can not be summarily excluded because some may be potential interest indicators. We utilize these potential sources by translating them from input-level behaviors into interaction-level behaviors. For example, link clicking caused by mouse is interpreted as link selection.
Based on H1, H2 and H3, we suggest eighteen types of non-relative implicit evidences, namely E1 to E18 as showed in Table 1 , as well as eighteen types of relative implicit evidences, namely RE1 to RE18 as showed in Table 2 .
Non-relative types all come from the four aspects of user behaviors mentioned in H3, as showed in the third column in Table 1 . The first four types (E1-E4) are related to the aspect of "display time", which is observed through the total and longest display time with/without thumbnail for a block. Both total and longest display time are observed, since some blocks may be viewed more than once. Thumbnail is a breviary of current Web page, as showed in Figure 1 . The following four types (E5-E8) are related to the aspect of "viewing information items", which is observed through the frequency of viewing a block with/ without thumbnail and showing/hiding thumbnail when viewing a block. Here the information item is specified as "block", which is the basic information unit for Web browsing on small screen devices. Half of all the suggested types (E9-E17) are related to the aspect of "scrolling", which is observed through the frequency and time spent on three different scrolling styles, including: scrolling by cursor, normal scrolling by screen and rapid scrolling by screen. Different scrolling styles indicate different user preferences for a block. For example, a block is very likely to be an interest block if the user usually scrolls by cursor within it, while it is less likely to be an interest block if the user always scrolls normally or rapidly by screen across it. Only one type (E18) is related to the aspect of "link selection", which is observed through the frequency of link selection in a block. A block is probably an interest block if it contains links which have been selected many times.
Relative types are formed by combining some non-relative types with other related factors. Specifically, they are some non-relative types normalized by the factor of block size, text length or a particular non-relative type coming from the aspect of "scrolling". See Table 2 for details. Block size is the most common factor for normalization (RE1-RE13) since block is used as the basic unit to define non-relative types in Table 1 . However, some types are not strongly related to block size and thus are not normalized by it, such as E5, E6, E15 and E16. RE14-RE18 are suggested since the total display time without thumbnail for a block (E3) is supposed to be the most obvious indicator of user's block preference, with its indication ability affected by scrolling operations and text length.
In all we suggest thirty-six types of implicit evidences. They are distinct from implicit feedback in the following two ways: The former one leads to the idea of regarding each suggested type of implicit evidences as a block feature, which can be extracted from the corresponding aspect of interactionlevel user behaviors. The latter one indicates that all suggested types are fit for Web browsing on small screen devices.
In theory, all the suggested types of implicit evidences presented in Table 1 and 2 are potential indicators of user's block preference. However, there is a great possibility that the actual usefulness differ significantly among different types according to what user behaviors it is related to, how it is observed, and by which factor it is normalized. Some of them may be significantly useful, while some may be trivial. It is advisable to measure the usefulness for all suggested types in advance and utilize the combination of those proved significant to find user's interest blocks. 
System implementation
The following approach is used to extract and utilize implicit evidences presented in Table 1 and 2:
& Designing and implementing a customized browser to accurately collect detailed user actions as sources for implicit evidence. & Using significant implicit evidences as features to find user's interest blocks through machine learning.
The discovering of significant implicit evidences is based on evaluating the usefulness of all suggested types through statistical analysis described in Section 5. This section details the implemented browser and the process of finding user's interest blocks accordingly.
The TANY Browser
The TANY (Tips ANYwhere) Browser is a customized browser for small screen devices. It provides a start page for inputting URL and displays Web pages in the way that augments traditional browsers from two aspects: (1) displaying Web pages in the full-screen mode with thumbnails; (2) adapting Web pages to the limited screen width while retaining its origin structure to a large extent.
A new page is loaded when users input a valid URL in the start page or click on a valid link in current displaying Web page. When a Web page is completely loaded, it is processed through a three-step adaptation before finally displayed to users. First, the Web page is broken into smaller blocks using the page segmentation algorithm proposed in [24, 25] . Then each long paragraph is re-structured into a single column which fits the limited screen width through re-authoring HTML document. Finally, a thumbnail is generated for the modified Web page.
The thumbnail of the current displaying Web page appears at the top-right corner of the screen. Users are free to show or hide of the thumbnail during browsing. The current focused block is framed in red in the browser window and also in the thumbnail window if the thumbnail is not hidden. See Figure 1 as a demonstration.
We implement the TANY Browser by developing a MFC simulator running on desktops based on Microsoft's Internet Explorer (version 6.0) using C++ language. The screen size is 240*320 pixels, which is typical for handhelds.
Currently, keyboard is the only permitted input device for the simulator. It is reasonable because all suggested types of implicit evidences presented in Tables 1 and 2 are independent of input modality. Except for the start page, where every key may be used to input URL, only seven keys are available when a Web page is displayed: During user's browsing process, the simulator monitors every key-down and key-up event from these seven keys and translated them into interaction-level user actions, Whenever users leave a Web page, all suggested types of implicit evidences presented in Tables 1 and 2 
Meanwhile, explicit evidences are also collected. Users are prompted to mark their interest blocks in the current Web page with mouse strokes in the evaluation dialogue. Multiple blocks can be marked at one time by connecting them with a mouse stroke, as showed in Figure 2 . The strokes are automatically recorded as explicit binary ratings on each block.
Finding user's interest blocks
We now describe how to find user's interest blocks using the combination of significant implicit evidences collected by the TANY Browser through machine learning. As mentioned in Section 3, each type of implicit evidences presented in Tables 1 and 2 can be regarded as a block feature extracted from user behaviors. We propose to evaluate their usefulness in advance and select only significant types as useful blocks features. Suppose n types of implicit evidences are significant, from e 1 to e n . Then each block can be represented as an n-dimensional vector as (e 1 , e 2 , …, e n ). Let b denote a block and I(b) denote the binary rating for b. I(b) equals 1 if b is an interest block or 0 otherwise. The objective of the machine learning algorithm is to calculate the likelihood of I(b)=1 for each block b, denoted as P(I(b)=1). During the training process, blocks crossed by any mouse stroke in the evaluation dialogue are regarded as interest blocks and used as positive samples, while others are used as negative samples. During the testing process, P(I(b)=1) is calculated for each block b based on the feature vector (e 1 , e 2 , …, e n ) using the trained classifier.
The larger P(I(b)=1) is, the more block b is likely to be an interest block. Therefore, the goal of finding user's interest blocks can be achieved by selecting the top X% blocks with larger P (I(b)=1) , or, in other words, having greater likelihood to be interest blocks. The value of X is supposed to be fitted for different application domains based on experimental results.
Experiment
The experiment is designed with the following purposes: We break the experiment into three steps:
Conducting an on-line user study using the TANY Browser to collect log files for each user on each Web page, which contains plenty of implicit evidences and explicit evidences per each block on the Web pages. & Step 2: Making a statistical analysis on the aggregate dataset to discover significant types of implicit evidences. & Step 3: Processing the dataset off-line to find user's interest blocks using the combination of significant implicit evidences through machine learning.
User study
The user study is designed to resemble typical Web browsing on handhelds. Participants are asked to browse Web pages using the TANY Browser, which is installed on a desktop computer running Windows XP. To make sure that datasets are not affected by the malfunction of system or network, a new log file is automatically created for the current user on current Web page every time when one quits the evaluation dialogue by pressing the OK button. Both implicit evidences and explicit evidences for each block on the Web page are recorded in the log file.
We recruited 20 participants, all of whom were Chinese graduate students majoring in computer science and technology in Tsinghua University. The gender distribution is biased, with 17 males and only three females. All participants are between 20 and 30 years old, with a mean age of 24.72.
All participants reported a familiarity with Web browsing on desktops using Microsoft Internet Explorer or Firefox. Approximately half of them had Web browsing experiences on PDAs or cellphones. Two participants took part in the developing of the TANY Browser and were professional users. Others were showed a demo on how to use the TANY Browser in advance and each was prompted to use it additionally for about half an hour to get familiar with it.
The user study is controlled in three ways. First, each participant was asked to browse at least one news portal and one e-commerce Website from seven appointed Websites as assignment, and then was optional to browse other Websites (typically two to four) as usual. Second, each participant was required to speak out an objective whenever he or she was about to browse an e-commerce site. These two ways guarantee the collection of cumulative data for some Websites and the reliability of data from each participant. Third, each participant was hinted during marking on the evaluation dialogue when: (1) some block is marked but has never been viewed; (2) some block has been viewed for a while but is not marked. In this way, the likelihood that some non-interest block is mistakenly marked as an interest one or any interest block misses being marked can be greatly reduced. However, mis-marked blocks still exist since users may accidentally mark a non-interest block as an interest one by clipping its corner along the mouse stroke.
The time spent on browsing was 1.5 to 4 h per person. Each participant visited 30 to 50 Web pages, with a total count of 608 and a mean count of 33.78. In all there are 9,474 blocks within these Web pages, with an average count of 15.58. See Table 3 for the detailed statistic on different Websites. The variety in Websites gives us the chance to investigate their effect on the relationship between user behaviors and user preference as interest blocks.
Analysis
This section details statistical analysis on the following four aspects respectively: & The significance of different types of implicit evidences. & The performance of machine learning techniques for finding user's interest blocks using significant implicit evidences. & The effect of users on the usefulness of significant implicit evidences. & The effect of Websites on the usefulness of significant implicit evidences. 
Significance of implicit evidence
We measure the significance of different types of implicit evidences by statistical analysis on the aggregate dataset from log files on all Web pages of all users. Blocks are divided into two groups according to the binary explicit ratings. The basic assumption is that the values of each type of implicit evidences should be discriminative between these two groups. We conduct a non-parametrical statistical test to verify the assumption for each type of implicit evidences presented in Tables 1 and 2 . We decide to use the Kruskal-Wallis test instead of one-way ANOVA, since one of ANOVA's assumptions on variant types, the normal distribution of variants, is violated. We investigate the distribution of values for each type per block group in advance and find that most distributions are approximately one-side but not normal.
The Kruskal-Wallis test is applied to each type of implicit evidences with the binary explicit ratings as group signs. The results are such inspiring that the null hypothesis is rejected by the Kruskal-Wallis test for all types but six (p<0.001). We further evaluate the degree of variation between the two groups for each type using F statistic, which can be calculated from chi-square statistic from the results of Kruskal-Wallis test. All types with F statistic value above the critical level (10.8336) have positive correlation to the binary explicit ratings. The greater the value is, the stronger the correlation would be. Figure 3a and b show the distribution of F statistic value for non-relative types and relative types respectively. Only six of them have F statistic value below the critical level, with two nonrelative types (E8 and E17) and four relative types (RE6, RE7, RE8 and RE13), all of which are exactly the six exceptions in the Kruskal-Wallis test.
Results from the Kruskal-Wallis test and further analysis on F statistic values above altogether demonstrate the usefulness of suggested implicit evidences presented in Table 1 and 2. All types but six exceptions are regarded as significant in indicating user's block preference. 1 In other words, 30 types of significant implicit evidences are discovered, 16 non-relative and 14 relative. Relative types perform as well as non-relative types, but Figure 3 shows no notable difference of the usefulness between relative ones and nonrelative ones. Nevertheless the second hypothesis (H2) presented previously is verified to some extent.
The most significant types with the top five F statistic values are: total display time without thumbnail per block (E3), time spent on scrolling by screen per block (E11), frequency of link selection per block (E18), time spent on scrolling by cursor per block (E12), and longest display time without thumbnail per block (E4). Three aspects of user behaviors are involved: display time, scrolling and link selection, which show great potential to provide significant implicit evidences with excellent F statistic values. The other aspect presented in the third hypothesis (H3), viewing information items, appears to have much weaker potential.
Performance of Machine Learning Techniques
We run the procedure of finding user's interest blocks described in Section 4 using 30 types of significant implicit evidences discovered through the statistical analysis in the previous subsection. Each block has 30 features, each representing a type of significant implicit evidences. The goal of finding user's interest blocks is achieved by selecting the specified portion (top X%) of blocks with larger values of P(I(b)=1) 2 . The aggregate dataset is randomly split into four equal sets, with three sets for training and the other one for testing. Before that, it is processed by up sampling to clear up the gap between the amount of positive samples and that of negative samples, which is necessary since it is common that the amount of blocks explicitly marked as interesting is less than the amount of non-interesting ones. In our experiment, the percentage of blocks explicitly marked as interesting is 28.1% in the aggregate dataset. There are two disadvantages about up sampling. First, it increases the size of training set, which will in turn increase the time complexity of both training and testing process. Second, it may result in the problem of over-fitting by replicating some nonrepresentative positive samples. However, we still prefer up sampling approach based on the fact that the proposed algorithm performs much better by up sampling than down sampling or without sampling. It is worth the time if the performance can be greatly improved.
Two typical measures, precision and recall, are used to evaluate the performance of machine learning techniques. Precision denotes the number of blocks explicitly marked as interesting in the specified portion divided by the number of all blocks in the portion. Recall denotes the number of blocks explicitly marked as interesting in the specified portion divided by the number of all blocks explicitly marked as interesting.
We experiment with three classical machine learning techniques: Support Vector Machine (SVM), C4.4 and Naïve Bayesian Method, each tested with ten scales of portions equally distributed between 10% and 100%. Figure 4 depicts the overall performance of them, with data points sampled from the precision and recall of testing with the ten scales of portions. Note that the minimal value of precision is precisely 50% and appears at the portion of 100%, due to the up-sampling procedure on both the training and testing datasets. 3 Each technique produces a promising PRC (Precision Recall Curve) following 3 This is the same for Figures 5, 6 , 7, and 8. Figure 4 Overall performance of finding user's interest blocks through machine learning (data points are sampled at top 10%, 20%, …100%).
the regular trends. As showed by the solid data points, when the scale of portion is under 30%, the precision of SVM, C4.4 and Naïve Bayesian method is always above 0.8, 0.9 and 0.7 respectively, which is acceptable to such application as recommending contents in interest blocks to users on each Web page. Other applications may place a stricter or looser threshold on the scale of portion depending on whether the tradeoff between precision and recall meets their needs. Figure 4 also shows the difference among machine learning techniques. C4.4 performs much better than the other two techniques, which has the largest area under its PRC curve, along which the precision decreases very slowly until reaching fifth sample data point where the portion is 50%. However, C4.4 usually brings about the problem of over-fitting, which is demonstrated in the next two subsections. The worst performance comes from Naïve Bayesian method, with the smallest area under its PRC and the decreasing speed of precision remains almost the same for all sample data points. It is reasonable since Naïve Bayesian method always assumes that features are independent from each other, but the dependency among features actually exists and is especially strong in our method. This can be demonstrated from the correlation matrix of the 30 significant types, as showed in Appendix. In fact, each type of relative implicit evidence is calculated from combining some non-relative implicit evidence and another related factor.
Results above demonstrate the effectiveness of using machine learning techniques to find user's interest blocks by utilizing significant implicit evidences as block features. Meanwhile, the usefulness of the 30 types of significant implicit evidences discovered through statistical analysis and the dependency among difference types is verified.
Effect of users
We conduct the leave-one-out (divided by users) validation to examine the effect of users on the usefulness of significant implicit evidences. We divide theaggregate dataset into 20 subsets by users, so that each subset corresponds to a participant. The leave-one-out (divided by users) validation is applied to each subset by using other 19 subsets for training and using itself for testing. The training and testing procedures are the same as in the previous subsection, with training data and testing data both up-sampled. Figure 5 shows the mean precision and recall of 20 leave-one-out (divided by users) validations, with data points sampled from the precision and recall of testing with the ten scales of portions equally distributed between 10% and 100%. Naïve Bayesian method still performs the worst as in the previous subsection. Although the differences among three machine learning techniques are not as prominent as in Figure 4 , it is apparent that the precision of Naïve Bayesian method is much less than that of the other two at the first data point with the portion of 10%. More precisely, Naïve Bayesian method starts with the precision of 0.7, while SVM and C4.4 both start with the precision of 0.87. The best performance comes from SVM, closely followed by C4.4. Compared to its outperformance in Figure 4 , C4.4 performs much worse in Figure 5 , which uncovers its inherent problem of over-fitting. This is a great drawback in the leave-one-out (divided by users) validation, since the testing data of one participant is distinct from the training data of other participants.
On the whole, results are not as promising as those presented in Figure 4 . It is reasonable because each user behaves in a distinct way, thus leading to the distinction of useful implicit evidences among users. In other words, the usefulness of different types of implicit evidences differs among users.
In order to further investigate the effect of users, we apply single user validation to each of the 20 subset by splitting it into four equal subsets with three sets for training and the other one for testing. The comparison of mean precision and recall between the leave-oneout (divided by users) validation and single user validation using SVM is illustrated in Figure 6 . It is obvious that the result of the leave-one-out (divided by users) validation is worse than single user validation, with precisions always below 90% and above 80% only for the first two data points. This indicates that the training data is not applicable to the testing data, so that there is great distinction of significant implicit evidences among users. In other words, the usefulness of significant implicit evidences is influenced by users to a great extent, which implies that our method may be not suitable for some cross-user applications.
Effect of websites
We examine the effect of Websites on the usefulness of significant implicit evidences in the same way as examining the effect of users, which is described in the previous subsection. The only difference is that the leave-one-out (divided by Websites) validation is applied to the seven appointed Websites presented in Table 3 , and the final precision and recall both are weighed means. The weighing is determined by the overall visited times on the Websites.
Results of the leave-one-out (divided by Websites) validation and the comparison between it and the single Website validation using SVM are illustrated in Figures 7 and 8 respectively. The PRCs in Figure 7 follow the similar trend to that in Figure 5 . Naïve Bayesian method always performs worst while SVM performs much better than C4.4 most of the time. The over-fitting problem of C4.4 appears to be more serious than in the leave-one-out (divided by users) validation, with its PRC derivate from that of SVM from the second data point Figure 5 Result of leave-one-out (divided by users) validation (data points are sampled at top 10%, 20%, …100%).
where the portion is 20% and becomes clinging to the PRC of Naïve Bayesian method from the third data point where the portion is 30%. Figure 8 is used for further investigation on the effect of Websites. The result of the leave-one-out (divided by Websites) validation is worse than that of the single Website Figure 7 Result of leave-one-out (divided by Websites) validation (data points are sampled at top 10%, 20%, …100%). Figure 6 Comparison between leave-one-out (divided by users) validation and single user validation using SVM (data points are sampled at top 10%, 20%, …100%).
validation, but the difference is smaller than that in Figure 6 . Notice that the seven Websites are either news portals or e-commerce Websites, among which user's information seeking process is somewhat alike. Therefore, it is safe to say that implicit evidences extracted from user behaviors is distinct to some extent among news portals and e-commerce Websites, and the influence of these Websites on the usefulness of significant implicit evidences is not as great as that of users. Thus our method is suitable for cross-Website applications, especially when only news portals and e-commerce Websites are involved.
Conclusions and future work
Different from previous researches, this study first explores the relationship between user behaviors and user preference during Web browsing on small screen devices. Our finding is the basis to related researches on improving the efficiency and user experience of Web browsing on handhelds.
Considering the influence of the limited screen size on user's browsing experiences, we propose to represent user preference in the granularity of block and suggest a variety of implicit evidences involving four aspects of user behaviors: display time, viewing information items, scrolling and link selection. We also propose a practical method to find user's interest blocks by machine learning with the combination of significant implicit evidences as features and using explicit evidences for training.
We developed a customized Web browser for small screen devices, called the TANY Browser, which can accurately collect user behaviors as sources of implicit evidences. We also conduct a user study to build the dataset for experiment. Three classical machine Figure 8 Comparison between leave-one-out (divided by Websites) validation and single Website validation using SVM (data points are sampled at top 10%, 20%, …100%).
learning techniques are tested in the experiment: Support Vector Machine (SVM), C4.4 and Naïve Bayesian Method.
Statistical analysis based on the Kruskal-Wallis test shows that all but six of the 36 suggested types of implicit evidences are significant in indicating user's block preference, and the aspect of viewing information items is less indicative than others. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of machine learning techniques for finding user's interest blocks using significant implicit evidences. We prefer SVM because Naïve Bayesian Method always performs worst and C4.4 has the drawback of over-fitting. We apply the leave-one-out (divided by users/Websites) validation to examine the effect of users and Websites on the usefulness of significant implicit evidences. Statistics indicates the great influence of users and moderate influence of news portals and e-commerce Websites, which implies that our method is less suitable for cross-user applications than cross-Website applications.
Despite the promising results, there are some limitations in our approach. First, we implement the TANY Browser as a simulator running on desktops but not a real browser on handhelds. It is possible that the device itself has some effect on the usefulness of implicit evidences. Unfortunately, we are not able to examine this effect. Second, two participants have taken part in the developing process of the TANY Browser. It is doubtful that the reliability of log data may be influenced by their familiarity with the inner working of the TANY Browser. However, their data was not omitted since we found no significant difference between them and other users in the leave-one-out (divided by user) validation and single user validation. Third, we use up sampling to process the training data. The disadvantages and tradeoff have been discussed in Section 5. By up sampling, the performance of the proposed algorithm is improved, which is worth the time. But it also becomes less scalable and may not be able to deal with large amount of data coming from a group of users, thus making it applicable to only a limited range of Web applications.
This research can benefit several Web applications, such as the three typical applications described in Section 1. It is immediately possible to develop single-user applications, and a good example is the third one: tailoring browser components to individuals (e.g. going backward to a user's last interest block). However, for cross-user applications like the first two ones, it will not be possible to build them until the problem of how to collect a significant amount of cross-user data is solved. A practical way may be gathering a significant amount of cross-user data at desktops and transferring user preferences from desktops to small screen devices, which is worth considering for further researches.
In the future, we will concentrate on the application of making client-side recommendations in the granularity of block for Web browsing on small screen devices based on this research. We also would like to implement the TANY Browser on mobile devices and conduct another user study on more users and more Websites for a longer period of time to further investigate the effect of users, Websites and especially tasks on the usefulness of significant implicit evidences. In addition, we need to further investigate the usefulness of different types of implicit evidences and optimize the feature vector for blocks, for example, by dropping some features based on the result of factor analysis. 
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